Visual Merchandising:
9 Strategies for Ecommerce
Retailers
Tried-and-tested ways to increase sales
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What is Visual Merchandising?
Visual merchandising is presenting your products to customers in the most compelling
way with a focus on driving commercial performance and maximizing sales. Often
associated with the window display, visual merchandising is the first impression customers
have of your store. It reveals your store’s soul at first glance and instantly tells the story
behind your merchandise.
Beyond the window display, visual merchandising refers to all the visual touchpoints a
customer will experience on their path to purchase - all the way to the tills.
The store layout plays an important part in visual merchandising, helping to guide

Shopping Journey
7. Strategy 5: Plan Space Effectively

customers towards areas more likely to generate sales.

8. Strategy 6: Show, Don’t Tell
9. Strategy 7: Think About the

Good or bad visual merchandising can mean the difference between an enjoyable or

Customer Experience
10.Strategy 8: Measure Visual
Merchandising
11. Strategy 9: Ensure Accessibility
12. About Advanced Commerce

infuriating shopping experience.
Attention spans are shrinking, which makes visual merchandising matter more than ever.
It only takes 1/10th of a second for people to get the sense of a visual scene, and 65% of
people are visual learners.
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What is Online Visual Merchandising?

How to do brand

Visual merchandising is not just for retail stores. Ecommerce is becoming increasingly

homepage well:

competitive, raising the importance of online visual merchandising.

storytelling on your

With the majority of brands adopting an omnichannel strategy, the need to differentiate

● Include both images and text

each channel has increased. With limited ability to fully customize the channels you do not

● Have a clear storytelling line

own, your website becomes the hub for increasing engagement and conversions in a
controlled way.

throughout the page
● Explain your product, how it works,
why it is great (as visually as possible)

Customers are looking for experiences from webstores, which they can’t get on Amazon or

● Use social proof (customer reviews)

Facebook etc. This is where visual merchandising plays a critical role.

● Use authority proof (accolades from

Online, your homepage acts as your shop window. Visual merchandising should be used to
link key products which are relevant to marketing stories. Mega-menus and navigation
provide great opportunities for merchandisers to display nudges and suggestions, just as
point of sale imagery would be used in a store environment. Navigation and product
recommendations can be used to great effect too.

top tier media like Mashable, The
New York Times, Racked, etc.)
● Include liking proof (Typically social
buttons or call outs)
● Have a clear call to action (these are
CTAs throughout the site)
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Strategy 1: Create the Optimal Path to
Purchase
Modern consumers, especially Gen Z and Millennials, crave experiences. They go online to
discover first, buy second. They are looking for rewarding shopping experiences - made of
emotions and stories. Stories convey information, make people feel things, help them retain
information more easily, and create the optimal path to purchase.
A visual merchandiser can maximize sales by communicating with the target audience and
creating a positive atmosphere. By telling a story you help the customer understand the
product and enable the buying decision.
Good storytelling creates an orderly narrative. Without that order, the human mind becomes
overwhelmed and will tend to ignore what is in front of it. As an example, think about the
chaotic organization of a jumble sale. The lack of structure can make it difficult to know
where to look, making the experience stressful and annoying. In those circumstances,
customers are more likely to find something by chance rather than intention. This makes the
chances of converting customers highly unpredictable.
The merchandise should be presented in a visually imaginative way that engages the
customer and compels them to buy. Visual merchandising is used to help customers navigate
and find what they are looking for, increasing the chance of capturing sales.
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Strategy 2: Develop New States of Mind

Page Differences

Customer Needs

Make It Easy to Find

Consider how particular web pages

Consider what will help your customer

Try, wherever possible, to reduce the

differ, and how each may need a

reach a buying decision as they are

number of actions a customer must

strategy of its own. For example, New

browsing. Fix any issues you would find

take to find what they are looking for.

In pages should be organized in date

annoying. Push products that have good

If a customer selects a colour filter,

order. If ordered by most viewed or

stock in all sizes to avoid customers

make sure all the thumbnails they see

purchased, customers might see the

finding out items are not available in their

reflect their chosen colour option.

same items for several days, causing

size. Ensure the most interesting items

Customers who use filters are 52%

shoppers to lose interest.

appear at the top of the sales page.

more likely to check out.
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Strategy 2: Develop New
States of Mind (Continued)
Manual vs Automated
Consider whether a manual or automated approach best suits your specific
business needs. The best strategies combine the use of both.
Designer and luxury brands may want a very strict ordered and curated feel to
the page, in which case manual is probably the best option.
For most other types of retailer, an 80/20 automated to manual strategy is
optimal.
Automation is particularly helpful for smaller teams, as the use of technology
can help the team manage a much greater workload by taking care of
repetitive and time-consuming tasks. This leaves the team more time to
consider where manual merchandising can add more value and create a
better experience for shoppers.
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Strategy 3: Generate Moments,
Landmarks, and Points of View
Customers don’t just want to shop, they want to be entertained - and

Product recommendations are another way to generate moments,

this applies online too. A good visual merchandising strategy is to

landmarks, and points of view. They can be used to help the

surprise your customers with presentations they might not expect.

customer make a decision. They can inspire them to learn more

That way they’re more likely to stop, become engaged, and purchase

about products they did not even know they needed. But always be

something from your online store.

sure to recommend products that are relevant to the stage of the
user journey they’re at.

A good example of keeping your customers entertained involves
teaching shoppers by grouping items into a scene or showing
consumers how to wear certain products. Present them with whole
outfit displays to help them imagine how to style these items at home.
It puts such a clear picture of the whole outfit in their mind that they
don’t want to experiment themselves with single items but buy the
whole picture. Shoppers nowadays want to access everything easily

Just as stores rotate their visual merchandising displays when it
comes to holidays or to capitalize on trends, so your online store
should also attract shoppers and drive sales with a specific angle or
story. You will gain a considerable competitive advantage if you stay
on top of trends and plan your visual merchandising strategies well
in advance of each season.

and fast.
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Strategy 4: Add Value to the Shopping
Journey
Just as a shop assistant may approach a customer with a recommendation based on what
they’re looking at or already have in their basket, online product recommendations can add
tremendous value to a customer’s shopping journey.
On the homepage, you can add recommendations linked to the content shown there. You
can show best-selling items and hero lines to first time visitors. If you have the ability to
personalize experiences, you can filter by the user’s individual category preferences.
Recommendations on the product detail page (PDP) can be based on what you understand
about your customer, and what they need at that stage of their journey. Alternative
products vs cross-sold items are a good option to test on a PDP too.
When recommending alternative products, refer to the product type, style and colour - just
as a well-trained shop assistant would. It is often best to wait until a customer has added an
item to their basket before cross-selling them a product and asking them to make
additional purchase decisions. Also, make it clear to the customer why you’re making a
recommendation to them.
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Strategy 5: Plan space
effectively
In-store visual merchandisers use a lot of symmetry in their displays.
They repeat the way products are folded, stacked, hung and styled in
symmetrical ways to elevate a store’s visual feeling.
Online retailers can use these techniques when photographing
products and considering the general layout of the home and product
pages of an e-commerce store. Repeating products around a focal
point and using symmetry in styling a display can help deliver a more
striking look online - especially if it incorporates different colour
balancing techniques.
Remember: effective visuals are a strategic asset. They engage
customers with your online store, draw attention to your featured
products, and inspire your customers to buy.
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Strategy 6: Show, Don’t Tell
People want easily digestible bite size pieces to pique and hold their
interest.
If you’re able to, consider employing experiential components in a
display to show what your product does or how it can benefit a
customer in a way that feels easy to comprehend.
Creating online displays that deliver product information in ways that
engage a person’s senses will highlight a brand’s advantages much
better than asking customers to take their word for it.
Online retailers can make use of demonstration videos, audio sample,
and more.
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Strategy 7: Think About the Customer
Experience
Good visual merchandising involves thinking like your customer and looking through your
customer’s eyes.
Take the time to think like a customer. Do a site walk, browse the products and shop your
own store to see where you find moments of friction.
Focus on both the low points and identify opportunities to accentuate visual highs. Be
objective as you review your shopping journey and remember that every flaw you find is an
opportunity to make the experience even better for your customers.
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Strategy 8: Measure Visual
Merchandising
Every in-store and online visual merchandising strategy needs to be measured. Otherwise, you
cannot see if they worked or increased sales.
Analytics platforms like Google Analytics can be used to understand which devices customers
are using to shop with, which categories they visit most, what type of products they tend to buy
and how this varies by device and country markets, Use your analytics platform to look at key
drop off areas in the funnel. You want to guide the user through different stages.
Stage 1 - Exploration and discovery. Learn about what your customers want, how they find
items that they want to buy, and crucially – how to get customers to their destination quicker
and more easily. Knowing this will help you to build your VM strategy.
Stage 2 - Consideration. Understand what influences your customer’s decision making.
Knowing this will help you generate more sales.
Stage 3 - Conversion. Learn about what is happening after customers add products to their
basket. Understanding their hesitations can help you to make them checkout quicker.
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Strategy 9: Ensure Accessibility
Good Visual Merchandisers know that displays designed for people
with disabilities helps to position the brand as being conscious of its
entire audience. It can also protect the brand and retailer from any
potential legal problems.
In the US the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) requires
businesses to make accommodations for people with disabilities,
including making websites accessible.
In the UK, the accessibility of web sites is covered by the Equality
Act 2010. This protects all individuals from unfair treatment and
promotes a fair and more equal society. Site owners are required to
make 'reasonable adjustments' to make their sites accessible to
people with disabilities.
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About Advanced Commerce
A REVOLUTIONARY NEW MERCHANDISING PLATFORM
GrapheneHC is a revolutionary new merchandising platform designed to provide retailers
with all the tools they need to merchandise their online stores effectively.
It provides three core technologies in one easy to use platform – site search, visual
merchandising and product recommendations.

● Advanced Commerce is a SaaS
business, providing a new
merchandising platform for
merchandisers called GrapheneHCTM
● Three merchandising technologies in
one - Visual Merchandising, Site Search,
and Product Recommendations.
● Merchandising is about controlling
product curation / sequencing i.e. what
goes where.

The Software-as-a-Service (SaaS) platform has been built with an API-first architecture for
the Headless Commerce environment, making it easy to integrate with third-party

● Address the issue of high visitor bounce
rates.

applications and eCommerce platforms.

● Visitors only visit the first few pages,

GrapheneHC has been designed to outperform many of the existing suppliers in terms of

● Decisions about curation / sequencing

seeing a fraction of what’s available.

Speed, Flexibility, Functionality, and Price; and is packed with many new innovative and

are critical - much like shelf scape in a

unique features – we are confident that it will become the gold standard for

physical store.

merchandising.
www.advancedcommerce.io
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Contact Us
US Office
31 West 34th Street, Manhattan, New York, NY 10001
+1 (212) 476 7844

UK Office
20 North Audley Street, Mayfair, London, W1K 6LX
+44 (0)20 3884 0002

EU Office
Calle del Doctor Castelo, 44, 28009, Madrid
+34 910 60 08 95

www.advancedcommerce.io
info@www.advancedcommerce.io
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